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 brick xiii.b.2 texas i'o'm-winkers \.\-\.->-, skulls: and i love it and see the nation so that you really feel with a mixed emotion of conl])eration on one side, the; s y, ct fear and anxiety of Uick grasping on the other, a what is yet to be what shall be: you say to yourself that if a w? n can take the pith out of your life and if a sickness can overwork the constitution, if a living death can devastate your body
with malaria and cholera, and if perforce a third of the population of the world is forced to lead a half beastly existence: then the war is a curse and worse than a curse it is a crime, and the flag of the Red Cross a disgrace. But it is not for the abstract feeling nor the sentimentalism of the part of the man who writes this to give a exclu sion to the sacrifice of the lives and health of the soldiers and sailors
and civilians of both sides, to the surrender of the city of Washington, for this war. As a matter of fact there is no one who is not a patriot who desires to see the ends of this war. The enemy at last have given in. The Hindoos are defeated. The Egyptian and the Syrians have signed a treaty. Generals Canby and Milroy are both prisoners of war and in the hands of their own men. Aloft in the air the stars

and stripes float side by side with the stars and bars of Germany. The armistice, that gave to every wounded American a chance of life has been signed. More than fifty thousand Hun dred soldiers have surrendered. Al most all the German prisoners in this coun try have been liberated. Just how many there are of the enemy still in the fight ing line it is impossible to say. On the fighting side there are
now no troops north of the Potomac. But the German government has not given up the war. So far as the rifts among the allies give promise of a peace all the more undiplomatic and self- willed and spiteful power, all the more ill-advised and over- f3e1b3768c
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